REPUBLIC SHELVING INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

- Inspect and replace any damaged posts, uprights, or shelving.
- Replace any missing fasteners.
- Tighten any loose nuts or fasteners.
- Make sure shelf clips are fully seated into post slots.
- Make sure shelf is securely seated on shelf clips.
- Do not alter bracing patterns.
- Do not exceed the system design maximum vertical shelf spacing.
- Do not exceed allowable column capacities.

Performance of Painted Finishes

The Republic products installed for your project have gone through one of the finest and most extensive pretreatment and paint application processes available in our industry. The long term performance of this finish, particularly in the industrial/commercial and school environments, is substantially dependent upon a buildings mechanical design for air exchange and humidity control and regular maintenance.

Protective measures to prolong the life of your investment should include:

Training and supervision of maintenance workers to insure that mixing and usage of cleaning materials conform to manufacturers recommendations.

Clear water rinsing and drying of painted surfaces that have been splashed with floor cleaning materials.

Regular cleaning of painted surfaces with a mild detergent followed by a clear water rinse and then wiped dry.

Initial application (followed by periodic renewal) of a light automotive or furniture type silicone wax protective finish.

Repair and touch up any scratching or abrading of the paint finish that may occur.